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SAN FRANCISCO (RPRN) 06/13/13 —
Online press release distribution is one of
the best ways to increase the visibility of a
website and to broadcast business press
releases to journalists and to major news
outlets. By circulating well written press
releases, can successfully reach to their
targeted customers and build their brand
reputation (e-reputation). Online marketing
and PR distribution are popular trend and
are a powerful weapon for getting instant
online attention, to increased traffic and to
obtain press coverage from journalists.
How does online press distribution work?
There are several websites for news release submission which offer free as well as paid press
release submission services.
Press Release distribution and submission system works as a bridge between online marketers and
public relations professionals, popular social media networks and targeted news outlets and
journalists. It is a great tool to obtain press coverage in addition to online marketing. When a release
is submitted to a press release submission website, it is first checked by editors for grammatical and
formatting related errors before it is published.
All reputed PR submission newswires confirm the information submitted for correct news layout,
spelling and grammatical errors, appropriate number of links, as well as the use of HTML tags and
furthermore will make suggestions regarding which news outlets to email the press release to. When
all these elements are satisfactory, the press release is published on the online newsroom in addition
to being distributed to news outlets and, or social media networks.

The press releases are also categorized according to content and its topic and appear on the
newswire online newsroom. Depending upon the service selected, it is further forwarded to different
channels including search engines, social media networks, news agencies and other sources of
news distribution.Submitted information on a reputed PR distribution newswire may appear on more
than one location and may also be emailed to various newsrooms. Pick ups and publication by the
major media newsrooms are the decision of the media outlets and is not made by the newswire or PR
submission website.

submission website.
Benefits of PR Submission
PR distribution & submission online services are a great source for globally or locally sharing new
and valuable information among the targeted market.
Online submission of a press release is also a great way to enhance its search engine optimization
efforts and increase visibility to a website by anchoring hyperlinks and building back links within the
body of the press release. But it doesn’t stop there. It’s the most reliable way to reach news outlets
and to reach journalists and to obtain press coverage. Make sure the PR submission website that you
use has an updated press directory!
Online PR submission and distribution are commonly used by public relations professionals and
agencies. Additionally, many e-business proprietors and organizations of all types turn to this
approach use this service to enjoy the benefits of online submission.
Many internet-based newswires offer press releases submission services to organizations all over the
world. However, only a few of them offer elite features that truly benefit its clients public relations
efforts. The features to look for are:
. SEO PR;
. Ability to add hyperlinks;
. Ability to add an image and a YouTube video;
. PR ranking and search engines pick ups including Google News, Yahoo! and Bing;
. Extensive up-to-date news outlets directory for e-mail outreach;
. Editorial team that will offer advice and review your press release.
It is no mystery why savvy businesses do not limit their PR to simply publishing their press releases
on their corporate pressrooms but choose a professional PR submission newswire. It’s a great way to
increase online visibility and to reach journalists and to obtain press coverage AND a presence of
social media sites.
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